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Report on the Tenth Conference on Future Energy (COFE10)
Thomas Valone, PhD, PE
Note: All COFE DVDs are available at http://www.integrityresearchinstitute.org/catalog/newcds.html
Another fully successful COFE was held at a new venue, the Crowne Plaza Hotel in Albuquerque NM, August 10-11,
2018. Every speaker was on time and well-prepared with exciting and fresh research in the areas of new energy
innovation, propulsion and force production, and bioenergetics applications for health.

Moray King started the conference with a focused approach to cohering zero-point energy using plasma.
His argument this time was centered on the techniques of using abrupt electric discharge or oscillating
the plasma ions. Reviewing the works of Ken Shoulders, Paul Brown, T. Henry Moray, and Alfred Hubbard,
he emphasized the production of excess energy could be attributed to one of these two methods. King
showed us how the ion oscillations in a plasma tube or within a coil could coherently guide the zero-point
energy into oscillating displacement current, which surround the conductors to manifest a cold current
phenomena. For this reviewer, the surprise was King’s citation of “On Radium Antennae,” from The
Electrician, Apr. 1916, “Radium and Aerials,” from Scientific American, Oct. 1916, and the Barbat, US
Patent Application #2007/0007844 as support for millicuries of radium amplifying electrical circuits such
as antennas. However, he showed that a millicurie of radium will produce less than 1 milliwatt of power
each second, so the result of such radium amplification exceeds the input capability by a great degree.

Bill Alek presented a well-established principle of theoretically achieving faster than light (FTL) travel by
disengaging the inertial mass of a starship from the rest of the universe’s mass (which he calls
“disentangled”, implying a quantum effect). This concept follows the Haisch, Rueda, and Puthoff paper in
Physical Review1, which even the famed Arthur C. Clarke labeled the “Space Drive” when he devoted a
chapter to its proof in his book, 3001, the Final Odyssey. Combined with Alek’s design for a warp engine,
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the presentation gave a glimpse of the future, in the category of Dave Froning’s warp drive COFE
presentations which was exciting.

Dr. Glen Rein’s talk on “Quantum Information Storage in Water” was an eye-opener, showing how
certain EM fields can impart specific alterations, information or “water memory” that lasts for weeks or
months. The storage of frequency information in water seems to require nonhertzian or longitudinal
waves as opposed to normal transverse EM waves, according to Rein. One notable discovery that was
well-received pertained to the work by Dr. Peter Gariaev who found that shining a laser through young
cells can transfer “healthy energy” to old cells so that the old cells become younger.2 This reviewer also
found that Gariaev has an extensive publication list online which includes a long sought-after research
topic, usually absent from articles on the subject, analyzing the spectroscopy of biophotons.3 He also has
an interesting free downloadable paper on his main theory of “Wave Genetics” which is intriguing.4
Another fascinating discovery was related to Surinov who published a journal article on “Information
Pharmacology” claiming to replicate copies of drug substance information in “Aquatic Vehicles”.5
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With a complete review of the biological properties of water, structured water, microclustered water,
water treated with an EE System, subtle energy devices for treating water, water treated and imprinted
with hydrogen frequencies, impedance spectroscopy, atomic emission spectroscopy, toroidal field
alternatives, frequency hopping, DNA, and much more, this may have been the best and most
comprehensive lecture presentation by Dr. Rein that COFE audiences have seen.
Josh Reynolds was a special presenter and plenary speaker who was giving his first public address in
decades, summarizing all of his emerging science and energy projects. Josh Reynolds is noted for raising
over $1M in 1983 to fund R&D on T. Townsend Brown’s “petro-voltaics” (PV) based on his later life focus
on “gravito-electrics” vs. earlier work on electro-gravitics & his flying foils. T. Townsend Brown (& C
Brush) experiments: Townsend’s discovery of the works of Charles Brush regarding his research on the
anomalous phenomena of certain heavy metal silicates opens the door for advanced PV, “quantum
noise flux” devices and beyond. Reynolds used his own Mac with an unusual icon-driven pop-open
window presentation.
His topics were very
interesting and wellillustrated. One in
particular was the most
memorable for much of
the audience, which
was the discussion of
Wilhelm Reich and his
Orgone Vest, which is
like a small, chest cover
version of the regular
Orgone Blanket.
Reynolds used to
construct them and lost more than one to friends who somehow bonded with them when they tried
them on. Everyone at COFE10 wanted to make one after this portion of the presentation, which he said
was easy to do. The major topics of this presentation included the following:
• Illya Prigogine – negentropic self- organizing systems (protozoa to traffic patterns, diurnal, sidereal &
cosmic periodicities)
• John Bochris (Texas A&M, Pons & Fleishmann)
• George Van Tassel (Integratron) & alien channel
• Georg Lakhovsky (MWO), K McClean (pulsed 1ft core Mag Coil)
• Jack Schwartz – Aura Man
• W Reich & Trevor Constable (& George McMullen)
• EM & ES healing and EM & ES propulsion
• ZPE i.e., free energy
This captivating special event was almost two hours long and his DVD is recommended for those
interested.
Gwen Holdmann was another special presenter who came all of the way from Alaska to give us one of
the best renewable energy slideshows that any COFE audience has ever received. Her stories and
illustrations proved that localized electrical power generation (i.e., micropower and microgrids) has
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been achieved in small villages throughout Alaska. Gwen should know since she is the Director of the
Alaska Center for Energy and Power (ACEP), which is an applied energy research program based at the
University of Alaska Fairbanks focusing on both fossil and renewable/alternative energy technologies.
ACEP’s mission is to develop and disseminate practical, cost-effective, and innovative energy solutions
for Alaska and other regions with similar energy struggles. As Director of ACEP, Gwen spearheaded the
creation of several programs within the organization to help it accomplish its goals, with some control
over available funding. These programs vary in purpose and scope and have allowed ACEP to delve into
research specialties such as hydrokinetics, power systems integration with a focus on microgrids,
development of innovative data collection techniques, and creation of economic analysis for a variety
energy related purposes.

When Virgil Perryman was planning for this presentation, he admitted that he is presently working in
Saudi Arabia and would need international travel compensation but his US representative Judy Kosovich
spent a few weeks being tutored by him when his invention was first announced. Judy did an excellent
job of explaining his heat conversion methods which were somewhat unconventional. They are storage
batteries which are transportable and range in sizes from 30,000 kWh of thermal energy that’s the size
of a 20-foot ocean container to home and retail units the size of a home boiler and is claimed to meet all
the energy needs of a building from waste electrical energy as well as providing 3-7 days of emergency
backup. The technology is using highly compressed air or liquid nitrogen with heat to push the pistons or
turn the turbines of internal combustion engines with a Brayton Cycle and molten metal heat storage. In
the slide, Perryman is explaining the differences of his thermal battery to Concentrated Solar Power.
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Mike Gamble updated the amazing Control Moment Gyroscope tabletop model, which is the first time a
linear scissoring gyroscope arrangement has been demonstrated to produce linear propulsion. History is
being made with the development of this civilian force generator, good for land, air, and space
transportation applications, with the help of IRI support for his parts expenditure. His output force has
been measured to match the theoretically predicted 0.4 lb. force on average. The future design will
improve the force to weight ratio for visible movement.
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Bob DeBiase lectured on the further experiments with his Quantum Fire Project which seeks to bring
perhaps the most disruptive technology since the harnessing of Fire to the market place – a Force Cell
that extracts external forces from the Quantum vacuum by means of the Casimir effect. External forces
are predicted for Casimir scale wedges as a result of ordinary electromagnetic theory – and the theory
has been advancing since the late 1970s with numerous papers having been written by multiple authors.
While the theory predicts the Casimir force being present for any surface, even if a triangular design,
several geometric arrangements are being assembled with the help of Dr. Thorsten Ludwig at his Berlin
laboratory with a scanning electron microscope. This reviewer proposed using a sawtooth surface of a
diffraction grating, coated in a conductive metal, to test in a vacuum suspended by a very thin thread.
This would eliminate the challenge of bringing two separate surfaces in close proximity to achieve the
same geometric arrangement.
Larry Deavenport was a great demonstrator by assembling two of T. Townsend Brown’s little known
inventions for the COFE10 audience. He deserves the Integrity in Research award for his diligence in
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carefully reproducing the first Brown patent #2,949,550 on a dielectric electrogravitics propulsion device
(on the left in the first photo) as well as a gas heated flame jet generator (on the right and in the lower
photo). Dr. Paul LaViolette made Brown’s flame jet generator famous in his essay on the B-2 Bomber,
claiming that it provided the charge separation for sending negatively charged gas out of the rear of the
craft, while a positive charge was being deposited on the leading edge of the wings where a high value
dielectric was inserted. Although neither demonstration worked as planned, it still was a thrill to see two
historical T. T. Brown inventions reincarnated for the conference.
Suzanne Price presented a new technology called NanoCrystal Electricity (NCE) emulating Nikola Tesla’s
the Wardenclyffe system has resurrected the hope of worldwide wireless power. One hundred years
later Tesla’s dream could be coming to fruition with an ironic twist by the breakthrough introduction of
technology and an FCC-approved receiver device. Inspired by Tesla’s Wardenclyffe Tower, NCE creators
claim it’s a revolutionary method of dynamic charging based on the new technology and radio waves
that can provide power anywhere and everywhere. The presentation of the details was comprehensive
and compelling with ultra efficient rectifiers being marketed by Drayson Technologies for energy
harvesting of RF in the low gigahertz range. Talking about “free energy,” soon very few devices will
require power cords or batteries as the slide from her presentation explains.

Brian David Anderson talked about a technology connected to an “open” Tesla coil carrying a wide array
of weak frequencies separates the oxygen ions from the metals. The patented configuration is a key
feature of the device called the Nano Oxygen Accelerator (NOA) that both detects and releases the large
oxygen molecules involved with the condition known as inflammation. Brian said that NOA also has the
ability to balance and stimulate the biological processes in human and animal intestines and colon.
Elaine Walker was an interesting and unusual presenter with a book dedicated to chaos theory, Matter
Over Mind: Cosmos, Chaos, and Curiosity. It was interesting to see how many places in nature exhibit
chaotic patterns that Elaine recognized from her NASA and academic training. Elaine presented a
thought-provoking journey through the Cosmos to illustrate the startling contrast between nature’s
chaotic but rich processes, and the human mind’s organized but underperforming habits. Her book
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reveals how humanity could
achieve even greater heights
according to Elaine, if we allow
ourselves to rethink how we
think. Chaos theory, which is
wonderfully explained in her
book, is a foundational recipe in
nature and large group
behavior. Her argument is that
abstract thinking is the opposite
force that leads to frustrating
inconsistencies in society and
even limitations in technology.
Her conclusion is that viewing the world through both lenses illuminates the deeper dynamics of the
world and a better way forward for humanity.
Dr. Thorsten Ludwig presented a valuable summary of the IRI collection of ten conferences on future
energy. It was very timely with this year’s COFE10 being the tenth in the series. Thorsten emphasized
that the conferences on future energy are a wonderful and special conference series that combines far
out new ideas, scientific excellence and down to earth practical approach. Over the years many
interesting ideas were presented. The highlights of the COFE 1 to COFE 9 were presented and the
significance and importance of the COFE conference series in particular and the new energy field in
general. It was a great, condensed set of highlights from each conference with a presentation of the
most notable speakers that IRI was honored to have secured for its archives. IRI has all of the
presentations from COFE 1-10 on DVD and many with papers. As a result, we plan to preserve the
memory of COFE 1-10 with (1) the publication under contract of forty of the Selected Papers from the
Conferences on Future Energy 1-10 through KnowledgeE.com and Proceedings.com, as well as (2) the
conversion of most of the DVDs to WMV, MPG, or MP4 videos for online downloading and viewing on
demand.
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The Saturday night presentation with Drs. Tom Valone and Brian Ahern was particularly interesting
since the Manelas Device has had such a wide coverage in the popular literature even before the
conference. With global warming increasing as carbon emissions (at 408 ppm) now exceed 140% of the
maximum level (290 ppm) the earth has ever seen in over a half million years, a carbon-free energy
source is the long sought after discovery. The Manelas Device presents just such a solution. Strong
experimental evidence was presented by the MIT scientist, with impeccable credentials, who has spent
the most hours testing the device in the past few years. However, the conundrum is that the energy
output is too good to be true, even under controlled circumstances. The source of the energy is also
undetermined but nanocrystalline grained SrFe12O19 is hypothesized to work with the quantum vacuum
since EDAX analysis of the solid billet uncovered strontium ferrite as a major ferroelectric ingredient of
the “battery.” The video is introduced by Dr. Valone with his literature search summary and then two
slideshows by Dr. Ahern gave a theoretical introduction to the widespread confirmation of
nanocrystalline energy production below 10 nm, followed by the practical details of the Manelas Device,
where nanocrystalline strontium ferrite is the active ingredient. Now that the inventor, Arthur Manelas
passed away in 2014, this video presentation is a must-see for future energy researchers, where Dr.
Ahern, fresh from several government contracted assignments, is still making himself available at a
minimal fee for further development of the prototype toward eventual commercialization. This may be
the most promising and memorable new energy inventions of the entire COFE series, in this reviewer’s
opinion. Free copies of this DVD is being sent at the end of the year to all IRI Members as the annual gift.

A few hundred people were fortunate to hear Dr. Ahern present the astounding facts surrounding his
testing of the Manelas Device, such as 70 watts of continuous output and no consumption of any
material, with voltage and battery capacity increase over 7 days, which included closeups and a circuit
diagram of the installation in an electric car driven for 25 miles, with detailed graphs and charts of the
electrical output over time. Magnetic anomalies seem to accompany the strontium ferrite billet field
measurements, while its interaction with the resonant circuit with three-axis coils was reminiscent of a
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traveling wave tube (see circuit diagram). Brian introduced the Manelas Device lecture with a review of
his experience with nanocrystalline structures of 5-10 nm that have already been documented to
spontaneously produce heat and energy output. Historically, Takahashi was successful with a low energy
nuclear replication (LENR), according to Ahern, when he worked with nanocrystalline powders of 5-10
nm in April, 2009 with an energy localization theory as an explanation. Also, it was noted that Yoshiaki
Arata from Japan found that
Hydrogen gas added to 5 - 10nm
nickel powders spontaneously
produces heat at a low level. Ahern
also noted that magnetic vortices
arising in ferromagnetric crystals
below 10 nm. A few concerned
parties have expressed interest in
Ahern’s offer to work without labor
fees and a minimal budget of $10K
to $20K for expenses, just to refine
and finalize the Manelas prototype
design as a proof of principle. A
couple of his most impressive slides
are included in this report below. Dr.
Ahern can be reached through his
email: ahern_brian@msn.com
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It was this reviewer’s pleasure to edit every one of the Ahern slides and combine the two slideshows
into one presentation. Each one of Brian’s notes were faithfully incorporated into colorful text boxes on
the corresponding slide, without changing any words, so that the viewer can read and hear his
explanation of the particular characteristic behavior illustrated in each slide. In one case, the power
difference was calculated and added for elucidation purposes. The best ones have been reproduced
here in an expanded special report just for our IRI Members. While cold fusion or low energy nuclear
reactions (LENR) have not been recently advocated by IRI, due to their slow progress, this presentation
offers an insight into possibly the single most important discovery that has resulted from cold fusion
research – the nanocrystals of various minerals below 10 nanometers correlated with anomalous energy
output. Of course, it cannot be overemphasized that another presenter at COFE10 (Suzanne Price) also
alerted us to the corresponding breakthrough in the nanocrysalline commercial realm, where such
products as the “Forever Battery” is now being marketed. If ever a synchronicity pointed to the next big
thing in clean, carbon-free future energy development, this may be the one.
A crowdfunding campaign is also being considered to advance this well-documented invention for its
further development. Contact IRI directly if the reader has any interested donors so that we may
administer and manage the project, along with offering tax deductions to the party offering assistance,
since IRI is a 501(c)3 charitable organization.
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Manelas References (Google Search)

Arthur Manelas Passes - Infinite Energy Magazine
www.infinite-energy.com/iemagazine/issue119/manelas.html

New energy inventor Arthur Manelas, 71, passed away on December 4, 2014, two ...
Most felt that Manelas had perhaps the most promising new energy device.

Manelas Device | e-Cat Site
https://ecatsite.wordpress.com/manelas-device/

The Manelas device is a purported over-unity device based on Dr. Brian Ahern's theories
of nano-magnetism ... Arthur Manelas is skilled at reconditioning cars.

In Memory of Arthur Manelas - Revolution-Green
revolution-green.com/memory-arthur-manelas/

Dec 7, 2014 - According to Arthur and other trusted observers the device the size of a
school lunch box would eventually fully recharge the batteries in about ...

Tiny Tornadoes of Magnetism—Keys to Free Energy? | Atlantis Rising ...
https://atlantisrisingmagazine.com/.../tiny-tornadoes-of-magnetism-keys-to-free-energ...

The expert in high voltage electronics is Arthur Manelas, and the mainstream ... After
carefully testing Manelas' device, Ahern speculated that tiny magnetic ...
[PDF]Project

Tesla ... & Beyond Manelas Device Nano Oxygen ... - TeslaTech

https://www.teslatech.info/ttevents/2018conf/2018ETCp05.pdf

The Manelas device, invented by Arthur Manelas gained prominence after being utilized
in a refur- bished electric car to recharge batteries. At the core of the ...

Arthur MANELAS, et al. NanoMagnetic Power -- Nanomagnetic ...
www.rexresearch.com/articles2/manelas.html

Arthur Manelas took the device apart to rebuild two new ones.In the interim he suffered
a stroke and died without leaving a circuit diagram or notes on the ...

Nanomagnetism and LENR - General LENR Talks - LENR Forum
https://www.lenr-forum.com › Forum › LENR Topics › General LENR Talks

Jan 7, 2016 - 30 posts - 5 authors
Arthur Manelas took the device apart to rebuild two new ones.In the interim he suffered
a stroke and died without leaving a circuit diagram or ...
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Classical Physics
Electrostatic Accelerated Electrons Within Information Horizons
Exert Bidirectional Propellant-Less Thrust
Authors: Ankur S. Bhatt, F.M. Becker
During internal discharge (electrical breakdown or field emission transmission), thin symmetric capacitors
accelerate slightly towards the anode, in contradiction to standard physics. The effect can be predicted by core
concepts of a model called quantised inertia (also known as MiHsC) which assumes inertia of accelerated
particles, such as electrons, is caused by Unruh radiation. This discrete Unruh radiation forms standing waves
between the particle’s boundaries to a Rindler horizon and a confinement horizon, which are established based
on special relativity in concert with quantum mechanics. Electrons accelerate toward the anode and are assumed
to encounter an inhomogenous Unruh radiation condition causing a force suggested by a modification to their
inertial mass. To conserve momentum, the overall mechanical system moves in the direction of the anode. This
resulting force is assumed to be caused by an energy gradient in between the confinement and the Rindler zone
and its equation is derived directly from the uncertainty principle. Various thicknesses of discharging capacitors
are compared to show the agreement between the experimental findings and a virtual particle oscillation
associated with a standing wave energy gradient hypothesis.
Comments: 26 Pages.
Download: PDF
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